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GARETT BOLLES
UTAH
Height: 6‘5“
40 yd Dash: 4.95

-

Weight: 297
Arms: 34”
Combine:
3 Cone: 7.29
20 yd Shuttle: 4.55

Pros:
Quick player with pop
Great athlete with good hips
Feisty hitter who initiates contact
Great use of hands
Moves people and opens holes
Can execute multiple blocking styles
Moves well in space

Vert: 28”

Cons:
- Gets a bit too aggressive, loses balance
- A bit light, needs more lower body bulk
- Needs to sustain blocker a second longer
- Not powerful, locks top end strength
- Lacks core strength and NFL muscle

Summary: Garrett Bolles is another JUCO transfer who started one year at the Division I level before
declaring for the NFL Draft. Bolles spent two years at Snow College where he was a top rated JUCO
Transfer. After signing with the Utes, Bolles was a day one starter at left tackle and earned a spot on the
All-Pac 12 first team. Bolles turned around his life during his teen years after being kicked out of his
house and landing in jail. Bolles was taken in by a Utah family and transformed himself. On the field, he
plays with a fiery aggression and intensity. He’s physically gifted with great athleticism, loose hips, and
quick feet. Bolles displays great technique in multiple blocking techniques as well. He can reach block,
down block, combo and pull effectively. He does a great job in pass protection as well, making good use
of his hands and mirroring pass rushers well. One area that the Lehi native lacks in is top end power. He
doesn’t have much of an athletic bubble or a thick lower body. Boles makes up for that with leverage
and grit. He also can be a bit over-aggressive at times and lean too far forward, leaving himself
unbalanced. Bolles is a talented individual who would probably fit best in a zone blocking scheme. His
athleticism and tenacity will land him in the late first to early 2nd round. His lack of power holds him
back from being a high draft pick.

